
COUNTER TERRORISM & POLICE TRAINING DIVISION
SPECIALIST SURVEILLANCE, FIREARMS, POLICE AND MILITARY  
SKILLS TRAINING DELIVERED BY WORLD LEADERS IN THE FIELD 

Terrorism is a threat that now faces all countries. The  
often complex networks behind terrorist acts are very 
difficult to find and defeat. Inzpire’s experts have world 
leading skills and experience that will strengthen security  
forces’ skills. This will improve the ability to detect,  
combat and bring to justice those that would threaten 
safety and security. Our team were fundamental to the 
UKs preparation for the 2012 Olympic games, and are 
drawn from the highest calibre counter-terrorism (CT)  
units the UK possesses. This includes Military Special 
Forces and New Scotland Yard’s Metropolitan Police 
Counter-Terrorism and Covert Intelligence Units.  

•  Team prepared UK for London’s 2012 Olympics
•  World leaders in surveillance and firearms integration 
•  Commitment to enduring support and mentoring
  

SURVEILLANCE 
Inzpire’s team are leaders in the surveillance field.   
We can deliver training from basic principles to the  
most advanced surveillance techniques, including the 
integration of mobile firearms teams. We cater for all 
environments, whether the requirement is for mobile  
surveillance or covert observation posts, we deliver 
training for urban, sub-urban and rural settings. Our 
commitment to continued support and mentoring mean 
that quality is not only achieved, but sustained - legacy 
is as important to Inzpire as initial training.  

• Latest forensic and biometric techniques ensure  
evidential procedures are secure

• Covert foot surveillance, mobile surveillance and  
combined techniques offered

• Essential counter and anti-surveillance skills 
• Broader capabilities such as armed Rural Surveillance, 

vehicle tracking, technical surveillance, surveillance 
photography

• Advice, training and equipping for development  
of secure, effective operations rooms  

INZPIRE’S EXPERTS DELIVER THE GOLD STANDARD IN SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY 
FORCES TRAINING THAT WILL STRENGTHEN THE CAPABILITY AND PERFORMANCE  
OF DEFENCE AND POLICE

WORLD LEADERS 
With 100s of years’ worth of police and military experi-
ence plus our range of over 40 police and military skills 
courses, Inzpire offers world-class training.  Always 
at the forefront of developing new tactics and training 
Inzpire’s team can offer training ranging from combating 
Marauding Terrorist Firearms Attacks to Bomb Scene 
Management / Forensic Crime Scene Management.  
Experienced in delivering training in the UK and abroad, 
we will analyse and respond to the individual needs of 
the student, as well as adapt tactics to suit local cultures 
and conditions.  



Inzpire’s team are world leaders in Counter Terrorism training, with hundreds of years’ worth of experience  
in surveillance, CT operations, firearms and instructing. From basic levels through to advanced capabilities 
Inzpire’s training can ensure security forces are highly effective, efficient and able to act in a rapid and  
synchronised way. In an age of uncertain threats, we offer the certainty of exceptional training and the  
guarantee of ‘success through excellence’. 

FIREARMS TRAINING
Inzpire can train from basic levels through to advanced skills such as Active Shooter, 
Hostage Rescue and training to combat the complex threat of the Marauding Terrorist 
Firearms Attack. VIP convoy protection, anti-ambush and anti-hijack driving skills form 
more bespoke firearms based courses offered by the experts at Inzpire.  

• Integration of Counter-Terrorism disciplines key to power of security forces
• Mobile Armed Support to Surveillance Team training is world class
• Deliver capability for swift, coherent and potent responses to threats 

COLLECTIVE TRAINING 
Inzpire’s team have led the design and implementation of large scale multi-agency CT 
Exercises. These were fundamental to building and testing readiness of the  
UK’s security forces leading up to the 2012 London Olympic Games.

• Tests interoperability between CT partners:  Police, Military and Security Services
• Command and Control elements are fully exercised 
• Operations Room staff through to senior decision makers tested  
• Enable commanders to prepare for rapidly developing CT situations 
• Prepare for response post incident, including tasking and organising for  

‘manhunt’ style investigations
• Exercises constantly evolve to meet the threat 

POLICE AND MILITARY SKILLS 
Courses can be tailored to meet specific needs or a portfolio can be provided.   
These include training for Close Quarter Battle and Close Quarter Combat and 
hostage rescue. Further areas such as Post Incident Management, Maritime 
Intervention and Sky Marshalls are also covered.  

• All tradecraft tried and tested on operations 
• Instructors are current and qualified to the highest standards
• Team has delivered training in UK and abroad

+44 (0) 1522 688 231


